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Holiday Homework
Class I
Session:2016-2017

Dear Parent,
Holidays are here, yet another opportunity for our little ones to do something beyond the mundane
routine.

It's time to EXPLORE, CREATE AND INNOVATE
Children are our lifeline. We had an excellent time with our kids since the beginning of the new session
wherein they enjoyed doing various activities, playing games, listening to interesting facts and stories
apart from their academics.

OVER TO YOU NOW, DEAR PARENT
Kids will be with you for the next one and a half months and let's maintain this rhythm to make each
day worthwhile for them.

FEW TIPS TO MAKE HOLIDAYS 'FUN AND LEARN'TIME FOR KIDS
1.EMPOWER THE LITTLE ONES
Involve kids in daily chores like doing up their bed,hanging and folding clothes .laying the table.This
will make them confident responsible and teach them dignity of labour.

2.CHILDREN SPELL LOVE AS TIME
Our children need our presence more than our presents so
•Strive to have atleast two meals together .Make them aware of the hundreds of people who
worked hard to provide them a meal.Let the kids understand that to have food in our plate,
we need to cultivate.
•Read ,play ,sing and have lots of fun with them.
•Instead of just telling the child to read help them to select the books ,read along with voice
modulation which will encourage them to read more often.
•Help them to learn five new words everyday and make a constant effort to use them
repeatedly.
•Teach them a few folk songs and enjoy singing along with them.

3.TAKE THEM FOR OUTINGS
•A visit to grandparents .relatives and friends will help them understand about sharing and
bonding with near and dear ones.
•Take them along to the market, malls and shopping complexes .Let them be a part of
purchasing groceries, checking price tags, checking bills etc. This will naturally teach them
value for money.
•Plan visits to amusement parks .public parks and let the children socialize with the people
out there.Let them observe the way you greet people and interact with them.

4. FOCUS ON THEIR PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES AND EATING HABITS
•Under your guidance set a routine for your kids where they perform pranayama and simple
stretching exercises.
•Encourage them to play outdoors in the evening instead of watching TV and playing with
electronic gadgets.
•Inculcate healthy food habits .Let them enjoy fruits juices, lassi and ensure they do not
binge on junk food and aerated drinks.
Last but not the least

Handhold your child at every step, make this journey of life, happy and a beautiful one for
them that one day they create their own golden stories.
Wishing you a wonderful time with your little ones and looking forward to sharing experiences after
summer break.

PARENTS ARE THE ULTIMATE ROLE MODEL FOR CHILDREN
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ENGLISH
WORD MOBILE
Take an old hanger, with pastel sheets cut rectangles of size 2" by 3".
Write different words of things / places / people / animals, you see
around yourself. Now arrange these under the following heads.
Also join the rectangles with a pieces of ribbon.

PEOPLE

PLACES

ANIMALS

THINGS

Hurray ! Your word mobile is ready.

People

Places

Animals

Things

boy

garden

lion

flower

STORY TIME
What better way to spend a lazy summer afternoon than to read a story
book.

Read 8-10 short stories like -

•Little Red Hen
•Hansel and Gretel
•Rapunzel

•Hare and the Tortoise
•Cinderella
•Sleeping Beauty
•Thumbelina
•The Frog Prince
•The Talkative Tortoise
•The Monkey and the Capseller
•Jack and the Beanstalk
•The Three Little Pigs
•Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

•

A class presentation on story telling will be conducted in the month
of July.

Learn any short story of your choice with enactment for the same.
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MATHS
A. On a half chart paper write the given headings in a tabular form

Circle

Square

Triangle

Rectangle

Now look around your house and draw / paste pictures of as many objects
which have similar shapes.
B. Let's make 'My Calendar' for the month of June. You will need

•A-4 size Ivory sheet (2 to 3)
•Pencil
•Eraser

•Black sketch pen
Instructions •Take an A-4 size Ivory sheet.
•Make columns given as under in a tabular form.

•Date
•Day of the week
•Weather (Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy etc.)

•Temperature (Minimum, Maximum)
*Today I was excited about

Date
Ex. June 1,2016

Day of
the week
Wednesday

Weather

Temperature

Sunny

40C

Today 1 was excited about
visiting my grandma's house

Complete the above calendar till June 30,2016. On the basis of above data
make the following analysis
•

The day with Maximum temperature
The day with Minimum temperature
The day with Maximum range of
temperature (maximum-minimum)
Number of days it rained in the month of June.

EVS
Let us transform our kids into "ECO-FRIENDLY KIDS"
Involve your kids in reducing your carbon footprints by reducing,
recycling and reusing.

Recycled water bottle bird feeder
Welcome birds into your neighbourhoodQ^^m
this vacation. Make your own bird feeder

with easily available materials. Birds can
feed out seeds from the holes on sides of
the water bottle. It is super easy to refill
by the cap on the top of the water bottle.
So get the material and get started.
Materials needed :
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Plastic bottle, pencils, bird seeds, twigs,
knife / blade.
Directions:

cm

Bird feeder

1.Make 2 holes opposite to each other near the bottom of the bottle
to allow the pencil to go through it (take help of an adult.)
2.Pierce another two holes (adult help) to put another pencil through
it at 90 degree angles.
3.Now pierce holes above the perches a little larger than the size of
the seeds.

4.Tie some twine on top of the bottle to hang it.
5.Fill the bottle with bird seeds.
6.Hang your bird feeder on a branch or outside your window and

enjoy the chirping of the birds.

Make a banner using half pastel sheet of any colour on the theme "Me
and my Environment". The banner should have some visuals and a

catchy slogan related to the theme.
Do the following projects given in the EVS section of Pearls book:
•Lesson 2 page 171 (Project F)

•Lesson 3 page 173 (Project F)

